In the context of computer vision, stereo matching can be done using correlation measures. Few papers deal with color correlationbased matching so the underlying problem of this paper is about how it can be adapted to color images. The goals of this work are to help choosing a color space and to generalize the correlation measures to color. Nine color spaces and three different methods have been investigated to evaluate their suitability for stereo matching. The results show us to what extent stereo matching can be improved with color.
Introduction
Matching is an important task in computer vision because the accuracy of the 3D reconstruction depends on the accuracy of the matching. A lot of matching algorithms have been proposed [1, 2] ; the present paper focuses on matching using correlation measures [3] whose main hypothesis is based on the similarity of the neighborhoods of the corresponding pixels. Hence, in this context, we consider that a correlation measure evaluates the similarity between two pixel sets. In our previous work [4] , the commonly used correlation measures are classified into five families and, as we are particularly concerned with the occlusion problems, new correlation measures that are robust near occlusions are proposed. This work was done with gray level images.
Although the use of color images is more and more frequent in computer vision [5] and can improve the accuracy of stereo matching [6] , few papers present correlation measures using color images [6, 7] . The most common approach is to compute the mean of the three color components [8] . In this paper, our purpose is also to take into account color in dense matching using correlation and to adapt our previous work [4] . Here, the main novelty is a generalization strategy that enables to choose a color space and to adapt the correlation measures from gray level to color.
Nine color spaces are evaluated and three methods are proposed: to compute the correlation with each color component and then to merge the results; to process a principal component analysis and then to compute the correlation with the first principal component; to compute the correlation directly with colors. Moreover, an evaluation protocol which enables to study the behavior of each method with each color space is required to highlight the best way to adapt correlation measures to color and the improvement of the efficiency of correlationbased matching.
The paper is structured as follows. Firstly, the most used color spaces are presented. Secondly, gray level correlation-based matching is defined. Thirdly, color correlation-based matching is described. Fourthly, we show our evaluation protocol. Finally, the results are discussed and conclusions are drawn.
Color spaces
A color space is a mean by which color can be specified, created and visualized. The choice of color space is important and a lot of color spaces have been proposed [9, 10, 11] . Here, the color spaces that are most used are distinguished into four families [12] (table 1) [9] . The two next sections present gray level correlationbased matching and color correlation-based matching. We call gray level correlation measures, the "1D measures" and color correlation measures, the "3D measures".
Gray level correlation-based matching
The three steps of the basic algorithm are, for each pixel, p i,j l , in the left image ( fig. 1 ): 1. The search area, A r , the region of the image where we expect to find the corresponding pixel, is determined in the right image; 2. For each pixel, p s,t r , in the search area, the correlation score is evaluated; 3. The pixel, p s,t r , giving the best score is the corresponding pixel. Table 1 The nine color spaces investigated. 
The left and right images are denoted by I v , v = l, r, and the following notations are used:
• The size of the correlation windows is (2n + 1) × (2m + 1) and N = (2n + 1)(2m + 1), n, m ∈ IN * .
• The number of pixels in the search area, A r , is M .
• The gray level of the pixel in the image I v at coordinates (i, j) is noted I i,j v .
• The vectors f v , v = l, r, contain the gray levels of the pixels in the left and right correlation windows: 
Color correlation-based matching
In the sequel, we use coordinates x, y and z for the three components. We introduce the following notations:
• c
, are the colors of the elements k in the correlation windows;
• Matrices F v , v = l, r, contain the colors of the pixels in the left and right correlation windows:
. The three different methods for adapting gray level correlation-based matching to color are presented.
Fusion

Score fusion
For method fusion-score ( fig. 2 ), the correlation measures with each component are computed and merged:
γ ∈ {min, max, med, mean, belli}.
M c is a color correlation and M g a gray level correlation.
The vectors x v , y v , z v , v = l, r, contain all the components of the colors in the correlation windows and the fusion of Belli [15] is defined by fig. 1(c) ).
Disparity map fusion
For method fusion-map ( fig. 3 ), three disparity maps are computed (one for each component) and merged:
• If at least two of the disparity maps give the same corresponding pixel, then this correspondent is kept.
• If each map gives a different correspondent then the corresponding pixel which obtain the best score is kept.
PCA
The principle of method pca is to process a principal component analysis, PCA, like Cheng [16] , and then to compute the correlation measure using the first principal component. The PCA can be done on the whole image (pca-ima, figure 4) or on the correlation windows (pcawin, figure 5 ) and in this latter: 
1D measure generalization
The goal of method corr is to compute the correlation measure directly using colors. So, we have to transform the 1D measures into 3D measures. The four next sections give the different rules for this adaptation.
Generalization of the basic operators
• L P norm with P ∈ IN * defined by
Euclidean and Frobenius norms are respectively noted • Scalar product defined by
(5)
• Means noted
Color distance
To describe the difference of colors in a space, a distance is needed. The most common is the L 2 norm [7] , but here the L P norm is chosen with P ∈ IN * : this distance is commonly used [7] : (8) otherwise, it is defined by equation (7).
Color rank
To sort a color vector, four possibilities are given:
• Sort pca: to sort the first principal component of a PCA, like [16] ; • Sort bit: to compute the bit mixing code for each pixel of the correlation window and to sort the pixels with these codes [17] ; • Sort one: to sort only one of the components;
• Sort lex: to use the lexicographic order: 
3D measures
In our previous work [4] , the commonly used correlation measures were classified into five families : crosscorrelation-based measures, classical statistics-based measures, derivative-based measures, ordinal measures and robust measures. The way of adapting every measure into each family is illustrated by an example.
Cross correlation-based measures -The Zero mean Normalized Cross-Correlation noted
Classical statistics-based measures -The Zero mean Normalized Distances given by
Derivative-based measures -These measures [3] use filters to compute the image derivatives. These filters are applied separately to the three channels. To compute the norm and the orientation of the gradient vector field, we use [18] . The Pratt measure
The vectors R p (f v ) and the matrices R p (F v ) are obtained after using the Pratt filter [19] .
Ordinal measures -The original measures [20, 21, 22] use ordered gray levels of the pixels in the correlation window. For the color correlation measures, the rank of the colors is used (cf. section 4.3.3 ). The Increment Sign Correlation [21] ISC
The vectors a v and b v are obtained respectively after applying the Kaneko transform [21] to f v and F v . This transform compares the pixels in the correlation window.
Robust measures -These measures use robust statistics tools. The Smooth Median Powered Deviation [4] 
Evaluation protocol
Ten pairs of color images with ground truth are used: a random-dot stereogram and nine real images proposed by Scharstein 1 [1] . Six of these images are made up of piecewise planar objects and three images are complex scenes. Because of the lack of space, the results of only two pairs ( fig. 7 ) are shown.
For the evaluation, ten criteria are chosen:
• Percentage of correct and false matches (co, fa).
• Percentage of accepted matches (ac): if the distance between the calculated and the true correspondent is one pixel then the calculated correspondent is accepted.
• Percentage of false positives and false negatives (FP, FN): the pixel is matched whereas it is not matched and vice versa.
• Percentage of correct matched pixels in occluded areas: the morphological dilation of the set of pixels with no corresponding pixels in the other image of the pair is considered (di, black and gray pixels in 7(d) and 7(h)). The results in the set of pixels without correspondent (oc, black pixels in 7(d) and 7(h)) and in the set of pixels near the pixels without correspondent (no, gray pixels in 7(d) and 7(h)) are distinguished.
• Execution time (T) and disparity maps. The size of the correlation window is 9 × 9 (the most suitable size for this kind of images found in [4] ). The images are rectified so the search area is limited to the size 61 × 1 (121 × 1 with "teddy"): 30 (60 with "teddy") pixels before and after the pixel of interest. Moreover, the symmetry constraint is added in order to try to locate the occluded pixels. The correlation is performed twice by reversing the roles of the two images. The matches for which the reverse correlation falls onto the initial point in the left image are considered as valid, otherwise the pixels are considered as occluded. The three methods and the nine color spaces 2 are tested and compared with gray level correlation-based matching. 
Experimental results
In this section, these notations are used: met for method, mea for measure, fus for fusion, ima for image, var for variant, max for maximum, med for median, G for gray level and C for color. The results with "teddy" are shown in tables 2 and 3, for the most representative measure of each family. Table 2 gives the parameters to obtain the greatest results for each method -best results are obtained when cor and no are the best. The results of the best methods are noted in bold numbers. Table 3 presents the results for the best method for color matching and the results of gray level matching for each family. The best results are noted in bold numbers and when the color matching always gives the best results for each measure, the header of the corresponding column is written in bold letters. The results with all the images and particularly with "teddy" permit these remarks:
• method fusion and method corr always have variants that give better results than the gray level method whereas method pca does not.
• method fusion and method corr always have variants that improve the percentage of correct pixels and false negatives.
• method fusion is better than method corr but method corr is less time expensive.
• For method fusion:
• method fusion-score is better than method fusion-map.
• Best color space is often a primary system (60% of the cases).
• Best fusion operator is often the maximum (48% of the cases).
• For method pca:
• Best color space is often H 1 H 2 H 3 (57% of the cases).
• Best method is often pca-ima (65% of the cases).
• For method corr:
• Best color space is often H 1 H 2 H 3 (50% of the cases).
• Best results are obtained with sort lex.
• All the L P norms give equivalent results. The disparity maps obtained with color images are the clearest because they contain less false negative and the edges of the objets are more precise than the disparity maps obtained with gray level images ( fig. 8 and 9 ). 
Conclusion
This paper deals with color stereo matching using correlation and illustrates how to generalize gray level correlation-based matching to color. Nine color spaces are tested and three different methods are experimented. The results highlight that color always improve match- Figure 8 . Disparity maps for "teddy".
ing even if the best color space and the best method are not easy to distinguished. In fact, the choice of the color space and the method depends on the measure. Nevertheless, there is an important result: we can conclude that method fusion with a primary system or method corr with H 1 H 2 H 3 system are often the best (64% of the cases). An extension of this work would be to consider different areas in order to determine if color can be used, for example, like Koschan [23] who distinguishes chromatic and achromatic areas.
Gray level color
NCC SAD SM PD2 Figure 9 . Disparity maps for "head and lamp".
